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Atkins is one of the world's leading providers of
professional, technologically-based consultancy
and support services. With a turnover of
£1.052bn in 2005/6, Atkins is the largest
engineering consultancy in the UK and the
largest multi-disciplinary consultancy in Europe. 

Client Situation

Following the successful re-tendering of the Cambridge Highways
Department contract, Atkins Global looked to centralize office
services. As a consequence, additional office accommodation was
leased on a business park opposite existing premises.

The offices required upgrades to both I.T and power services.
Workspace Technology provided Atkins Global with a prompt and
professional response to these requirements and were able to
offer a complete turnkey package for both the I.T cabling and
electrical distribution systems. 

The ability to help define the scope and to make positive
recommendations to resolve a number of technical issues helped
Workspace Technology standout from the existing incumbent
suppliers.

I.T Cabling & 
Building Systems 



Scope of Installation
Two independent adjacent office units were to be joined to
create a single office space. Each unit had different existing
electrical and I.T installation standards. Workspace
Technology had to modify and replace cabling to create a
unified installation which was fully compliant to the Atkins
Global approved standards.

I.T Cabling
Workspace Technology installed a Belden/CDT Cat5e solution
where new structured cabling was required. Where existing
cables were Cat5e compliant, they were relocated,
reterminated, labelled and retested inline with desk layout
schemes.

Due to the limited void under the access floor, Workspace
Technology installed a cable matting system for all main cable
routes. All outlets were presented in three way cavity floor
box’s.

The new APC 42U fully configured 750mm x 1000mm
equipment cabinet was installed to support both cabling
infrastructure and server equipment.

Electrical
Existing twin and earth installation failed to meet Atkins Global
standards. As a result a new Legrand 62AMP under floor busbar
system was designed and implemented to provide maximum
flexibility for future office adds, moves and changes. Legrand
three way floor boxes where installed throughout.

Existing building Distribution boards owned by the landlords
where retained and relabelled. 

Inter-building Link
Due to extended lead times for the provision of carrier services,
Workspace Technology recommended the installation of MVR
G700, Free Space Optics (FSO) technology configured with
SNMP management cards. This technology provided a 1Gbps
inter-building connectivity providing instant bandwidth for both
data and voice over IP applications and services.

Solution Services
Project lead times and implementation timescales were short.
Workspace Technology was able to deploy appropriate resources
to fulfil Atkins programme requirements. The installation was
completed in good time prior to the office fit out phase. Marc
Bettenson of Atkins Global commented that, “the quality of
installation, commitment to meet timescales and quality of
documentation, justified the decision to engage Workspace
Technology instead of existing infrastructure partners”.

Support
Following commissioning Workspace Technology, provided
Atkins Global with a silver support contract for the MVR Free
Space Optics equipment.
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Creating the Space 
Connecting with our clients

Workspace Technology’s Environment Communications
and Server Room services offer clients with an important
technology building block. By engaging our clients and
taking the time to understand the business and
performance related issues Workspace Technology is able
to deliver a wide range of best of bread solutions.

Technology Building Blocks 
Products and Services

Workspace Technology’s full portfolio of products and
services provides a holistic approach to the design and
installation of workspace “technostructures”. This one-stop
approach for the provision of workspace technology
requirements is applied to office, manufacturing and server
room environments.

Our product offering is packaged into a number of
technology building blocks:-

� Environment: undertakes a turnkey approach to design
and implementation of server and communications room
environments.

� I.T cabling: offers a structured approach to cabling
systems for the distribution of high-speed voice, data and
video.

� Building Systems: includes the provision of business
quality electrical installations, CCTV, UHF/CATV, Access
Control and Security Systems.  

� Technology: provides best of breed IP network solutions
for voice, data and multi-service networks incorporating
wireless technology solutions.


